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Communicating in a Pluralistic.Community:,

The Model of Hawaii's Ethnic Relations

Americans have increasingly .become sensitive to the fact that

their society i.s not only largely democratic but iiluralistic. That we

are a "nation of immigrants;" of native and sojourner, is an indisputable

sociological reality. And in this heterogendity of American society,

especially symbolized in the Island community of Hawaii, fesides both

the potntialenergy and impotencies' of multi-:cultural systems. On the

one hand Americans can draw from their ethic heritages the personal

:alternatives necessary to cope with current social and psychological
.

pressures. "Ethnic identity" can be a meaningful salve for social

alienation and disorientation. But their cultural diversities can also

exacerbate the jealousies, the hatreds springing.from a primordial fear

. .

of the "other," the "different." As Amer'icans take growing pride in

their varying cultural .idiosyncrasies, the, lesson from Babel'appea'rs

all too ominously. To what extent .can a people speak different ton.gues,

worship different gbds, pursue different dreams and.still find that they
9'

have an ability to share a common knowledge harmoniously? Communication

rapidly transforms into a question of the "ability to communicate" in

a multi = cultural society, of cofierently expressing ideas, wants and desire-e-
t

in a cross-cultural context.



Developing such an "ability to *coMmunicate" in a pluralistic society

devolves first upon exploring the cultural imperative in human

interaction. No universal'ianguage, no universal valueor conception

of reality naturally binds the citizenry of a heterogenous community

to a universal meaning. To the contrary, varying cultural values,

beliefs and customs, differentiatiog ethnic groups and individuals,

seem the resilient human proclivity.. As much as we would like to think

of different cultural groups as being
."brothers and sisters under the

skin," such a well intentioned reverie dangerously ignores the diversity,

not uniformity, endemic to the human condition. Experience, after all,

reveals that the behaviors of various peoples are indeed different. Their

notions about the content of "communication," "discussloa," "giv,ing their

two cents worth' and being heard," ark is multifarious as"-tbeir more ethereal

"world views." As Edward Hall in The Silent Language has so perceptively

demonstrated, we individually possess a body language, a style of

communication dependent on several cultural variables. Indeed,

the cultural iMRerative in communication defihes the "nature of the givens"

( not as a one-way COmmunicative avenue, but a complex radial grid of

!

multi-dimensional cues and messages.

An example of how the cultural imperative affects communication

is found in a multi-cultural setting of the Hawaiian classroom, A frequent'

)ereotybic Complaint of teachers at both' the collegefind public school revolves

around the problem of-Communication in classroom discussibns. Japanese students are t06/
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quiet--Haole students are too boisterous--Hawaiian students are too passive.

Useful communication is frequently impossible. Of course each fryrn their own

perspective are "communicating" in ways culturally, condoned in the home, among

their peers or according to theft- "world view." But their mutually exclusive

notions of "how to behave properly" have little if any common ground upon which

students aind teachers can effectively exchange ideas. Such a condition of

communication in the pluralistic setting does not lead-naturally to mutual-

understanding across the gulf of cultural imperatives.

In the race conscious 1970's the recognition of cultural differences

betweep ethnic groups is becoming an everyday perception and problem. It has

become gauche to suggest that in reality "we are all 'American's," or "cut from

the same cloth." Bilingualism and ethnic heritage units in the schools, Black,

Yellow, Brown and Red power political movements have repedtedly proselytized the.

need and pride in being different. "Culture," "ethnicity," "culture shock,"

''cross- cultural communication" have become almost overused terms describing

the American Dilemma. Hardly a magazin%is published, a college course taught

or a humanist symposiumrscohducted that some aspect of ethnicity isn't included

as a testament to our enrapture-with cultural imperatives. Americans are straining

to discover the intrinsic individualities that separate them--and struggling to

uncover -the means to.facilitate communicating .beyond those differences. 1n doing

so, though, the dialogue must go beyond anthropological issues of how many colors.

Japanese, Polynesians, Filipinos or Caucasians see in the rainbow or speculative

questions of what the American Black, Australian aborigine or Mohawk really means

when tley say "communicate." Questions dealing with the implications of institu-

tionalized cultural suppression must also be raised if the "ability to

communicate-is to-lop-thorough-br-developed. For the cultural imperative CillY

4



r,ecome systematically incorporated into daily patterns of, life resulting

in several forms of subtle social suppression. Cultural values.,inter-,

twined with economic, edUcational or political institutions resul,in the

divestment of certain groups' "rights" arid "abilities" to communicate.

This invidious dimension of the American :Dilemma" must

, tie understood astased not only on the territorial and- monetary imperative,

of political and economic systems but on specific cultural imperatives

conti-nually defining "good" behaviors and values. Those ethnic grOtos, A

who view these same values and behaviors as "good" assimilate into

social, financial and political power--they come.to possess the "rights"

i, .

and "abilities" of communication. ThOse who pursue other cultural "goods"

:\--. ) \.

not conducive to American institutions'ctliesemhose cultural mazeway

4

conflicts with the .dominant culture's mazeway, fall to the wayside-Lunemployed,

in many cases unemployable, without educational, political or financial access

to any of the "open" channels of communication. They become the "culturally

deprived," a dehumanizaing euphemism implyihg S people w e

nab culture.

The imperilment of certain ethnic groups' "abili -to 'co unicate" can

again be illustrated in the Hawaiian classroom. The institutional setting of

the classroom naturally expects and demands certain types of-communicative,

and learning behaviors so as to meet certain cultural assumptions. The system

expects the students to become aggressive, competitive and verbatty,outspoken--

behaviors essential to, perpetuate an"assumptive gerican self-image. any

.._"
non-white students demanded to compete in Such"a,manner view tOs style of

1
communication as being "haolified," a pejorative term indicating behavior

unapproved by their peers. Consequently, the environment_ofthe student outside

5
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of the clas)rooM reinforces behayiorS incompatible with the culture of the

school. Without the necessary incentive to engage in "haolified't behaviors,

and punished by-his peers and-home'if he should, many' lo(Cal students refrain from

participating in class. So doing, they abdicate any access to classroom rewards,

accentuating their ow.n'e nse of failure as well as reinforcing the system's

1
reatm'ent of them as deprived," "retarded" or"non-achieving." While certainly.

highly generalized paradigm'this'educational problem has implications for the

institutional dimension of the cultural imperative, and its resulting influence

on communication. A cycleyf failure, resentment andmore failure is perpetuated

an'inability to openly and reciprocially, communicate-in a cross-cultdralthrou

stitu ion.
f-/-

This classroom situa -io.alsbhas a parallel in ihe greater social arena
. . ,

, . o

After all, children do eventually Matriculate into adulthood, carrying with them

the tools or malaajUstments'of their adolescent education. As would be truef

Bla0s-br Chicanos .on the Mainland, the Hawaiian, for exkaniple, finds that in

. '

Hawaii a cultural imperative has been institutionalized to impede his social
/

0 \ k

mobility and well-being. Although the oldest ethnic group in residence/the

Hawaiian repeatedly appears on the lower curves of the education, economic and
° 4

,,

mobility statistical graphs. Aggressive competition eroding coherent family
,

structures, a sacrifice,..0.0ffiliative friendshfpS formateriaI achievements

'have long been recog Jed a the price the native Hawaiian has'had to pay,'for\!)

* \...-

.,/ .
,

.

.......---- !

the "tragedy.of assimnation."- ThoSe who do pay the price have.freguently found
.

. ,
. *-,

later that the cost to ethnic pride and dignity was perhaps too great.
/___

This dilemma that the insti tiona9zed cultural imperative p ses to a

.pluralistic community can,bp.i0erple g.' The-cultural. "outsider," wants a greater.

Aare of'the power dktribution in society while at the SOW tine maintaining
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a dittinct cullurg integrity and ethnic identity. The cultural "insider",

naturally desirin to retain their beneficial social position, assume, that "one

culture" for any system is entirely -enough and that thk",outsider" should strive
.

to become the "same" as everyone else. Derived from, these both self-aggrandizing

attitudes have emerged "certain remedial, alternatives hoOng predefine "ethnicity". .

in modern America. P

. The/first, hfstorically-tested solution , )is to return to a'single notion.

of culture', conducive to American _institutions and imposed

Uniformity, not diversity, is the,orily way in which to cope with a system

pon diverse people.

comprised Of over two hundred million_Americans. The c ntrifugal impulse

pulling people apart, however; seems to,mitigate agai t such a return to e ens*Ve

Americanization campaigns--the insidious effects of cultural iMPosition have been

reviled by the bitterness and "frustrations of the i migrant genera ons. The

second, currently more chic solution, is to retu to some nostalgic notion of

culture before assimilation and American competi ion inflicted their damage

on agrarian or native peoples. As tempting as the myth of the reNrn to a

golden age. might be, it ne4tes-the harder br ad-and-butter issues. Encouraging

children to isolate'themselves in a Cultural Oz ill-prepares them for the type of

technological sccietpirr which,the future 1,11 Unfold., There are certain intuitive

meanings irreplaceable in the hala, the t a-ceremony, the yamulka and the

shillelagh. But those ephemeral, symbols alone cannot replace the payroll check,

.
?

.

provide literacy or satisfy the needs of the dinner,table, Other sociafl toolsl .

4 .

.not'supplied by "pthniC heritag' are prerequisite/to survival. The withdrawal

(into cultural isolation for most ethnic groups will eventually mean that they. ,
.

.-..

bec,ome atavAtitMuseum pieces wholly supported through the Munificence of a

patron.

7
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The pendulum usually finds its repose in the balance.of fcirces. The

edkator, the humanist., the social scientist, the parent and tht layman ill

most likely find agreement that the first two alternative's are both an-
,

desireable and unacceptable. The first degrades the indiVidual by attempting to

tamper with. hi/ cultural integrity, by turning him into something he is not.

The second ually degrades the human being by depriving him of the technol-T

.ogical a economic autonomy necessary for iul,l --.democratic participation in

socie --it relegates him to a paternalistic role An a static world. And,both

by pier a denial pr overemphasis on ethnicity do not uggest solutions to the

gre ter problem--how harmony in pluralism can be achit ed with a maximum allowance

fof cultural diversity.

more plausibly, the solution to reconciling institutionalize tural

imperatives with wider social participation will necessitate both a restructurin

of various cultural Values and institutions so as .to diffuse the ability of indi-

/ viduals to maximize their communication potentials. First the cultural "outsider,"

/if he chooses greater social' equality, must recognize that culture is not static

but dynamic., "Ethnicity" to be,viable cannot be a concept which clings to.a
A:o /

past era, but must supply individuals with useful tools and knowledge. Behaviors

or cultural responses whicA become archaic, losing any relevant sociological or

pisf chological functibp, can be supplemented by new behaviors without a necessary
i ,,n

1 ssl of "ethnic integrity",-,-assimilation in a responsible and constructivo
. /.

manner, not coerFd under an atmosphere of "inferior", need not alwayS be d
.

"tragedy." 'The issue of,"pidgin" English usage in Hawaii is a useful illustration
/

of how cultural expansion can enhance one's ability to communicate'. Only the

most irnespotisible would argue -that for. Island childrerr.1.1pidgin'

become the exclusive lingua franca.- While in _certain contexts, "pidgin" Usage

6
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enhances communication though arousl.ng connotative affiliations of vlocalness,"
_

and '§hoUld not be discouraged, the child equipped only with "pidgin" will

continually stand outside the educational and economic mainstream 9+ his

society. the Global Village, communicating and economic survival demands an

ability to speak and write competently in Standard English., Competent

mUTti--:lingualism,.not a careless reinforcement of language enclaves, is 7

necessary if a group _is to exercise skills of self-autonomy in a Hawaii moving

even closer to the world-wide influences of media, econo and power structures.
.

.
And as the "outsider" cho ses to temper his et nic uniqueness to become

//
more Qommuntcative within a common social fraMework,/ institutions must also

bend to accommodate a plurdl y/of cultural inputs. 'The institutionalized

cultural imperative must b 'relaxed3to -allow for greater participation of the

"outsider."' Recognition the Islands, for example, that the system of ukupau

8

is efficient as well compatible with a 0,yerse Wawaiian lifestyle is a signifitant

reappraisal of our t aditional institutions in accordance with cultural diversity.

ilkupau is a systen whereby workers are paid on a piece-work basis rather than on

a time basis :. nstead of working on an 8 t6 5, daily time*'schedule,

system allows Island sanitatiron workers to complete their daily assigned tasks

at their own speed. So if in six hours the sanitation workers can do the same

amount of w k that otherwise would take a ten-hour work day, they would

no be paid for the ten hour,,day, allowing for a free afternoon. The
. /4.

Hawaiian lifestyle; insensitive to the need to work according-to an imposed notion

., of ime, 4s, in this case, made an integral and workable. alternative in, traditional

-institutions.
7'

This incorporation of cultural diversity in our social systems can possibly-

v'be extended in a like manner. to Offer environment's and situa.6ons. In the ,.-

Island . classroom perhaps. the bers-cortirtiu-n-i- environment is not always
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the traditional teacher-to-student authoritarian dialogue. Perhaps some students

would respond more fruitfully given newer, more creative institutional assumptions

about the best type of interaction in a pluralistic setting. The ColTege of

Education, the Department6of Education rid individual teachers are curreritl;

struggling to facilitate learning in th pluralistic classrooM with a variety

of experimental tools. Ultimately their success will depend on public and parental

support for their work; and the sensitivity of their new tools to the underlying

cultural assumptions.

The public media,,the political process, the/economic system, ,,land usage

and welfare,programs are but.a'few more_institutions demandin9,similar

reexamination. How these institutions could beAltered to meet wider cultural

inputs is an answer coming from greater action:ifialogue angOrtio-ipation

of all of Hawaii'citizenry. Of cokrse the "nuts and'bolts" issues are

unanswered by many of these admittedly idealistic generalities. But self-,

criticism amongthose who have "made it," the "insider" whose-cultural values

and communication skills are productive in traditional institutions, is a beginning

step towardSr6appralsing systemlfand accommodating varying cultural inputs.

And as a consequence th se who are "insiders" need net necessarily feel that b9

"so diversifying institutions they must also incur a personal" sacrifice: _The

,-motivation for social change need not be a paternalistic instinct for the

"outsider." Normust the 'insider" respond to theuOutider" merely out of

fear of survival. To seek social progres, with the attitude that "ubless

something is done the poor are going to take away our homes" is a form of

negative'reinfprcement with dubious consepuences. Repression of le ''outsider':

is the most likely result of emphasizing that poverty, frustratidn and

overpopulation eatensthe "insider" unless social progress ensues. .

kJ
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In a more positiye'sense,.those who-are "insiders" can be shown

that in a society of immigrants and natives, ,all people are interdependent with

'each other for social needs 'and rewards. To adapt to an uncertain future the

Island'colilinunity requires the widest range of Eultural resources to help shapex

and direct institutions. The list is .nearly inexhaustible of the crisis a
I

daily intensified by.a blindness, to the posSible cultural alternati-4S aWaiiting

a truly pluralistic ociety. Respect for the a3lural environment-, the effectiv

use of 1,eisure time, a reevaluatio* n of r.--c-ffiliViitfon and the advan geous

values of'cooperation, obliga, ion to community, political integrity, f. ily

cohrencty, spiritual harmony, the conflict of the generations and e care for

the elderly, to name'but a'few modern industrial crisises, are frequently unresolved,

even' worsened, by the cultural imperatives' of the "insiders " Butl viabl social

alternatives in the Asian value system, the Polynesian
/
o Filipino family, the

rich human resources in the Island community are potentially useful to provide

41 -1
the stajoility.and. humanism fora society pragmatic in its outitrcir. The search

A/

for answers to American needs often begins w an examination of the valuable

inputs possible by those once recognized aS "outsiders," the "deprived.."

In the cpurse of recognizing the real contributions of divse cultural

imperatives to a more rewarding society, one outcome will be ari unprecedented

exercise in intermit,* unication and. the development of inS/titutionally-
,

based common experieRces and values between peopi,e. Through need, interdependency

and res,dct the "dbility,to communicate" in.a pluralistic society will evolve,

hopefully, into 1 mundane rather than impos0ble-exercise. What will be

necessary, of-course, will be at -veral levels a,commitment to responsible social

reconstruction. Culture, e is identity and assimilation will need to to the,

attached stigmas of nos g a, racial hatred,. iiferiority and d Sear of change
. _

4
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and growth. 'Institutions will need, to be continually demdcraticized, extending

"rights to communicate" and incorporating dive?se cultural values. And 'a

,
recognition that all 'and groups in a society are interdependent to contribute

to advancing new social directions 41-111, be the creative. image, the meaningful
Iv

goal, of a people who jope to accurately call thems lees "free", "dem'ocratic"

and "progres// skve."
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